Telepathic Communication Between People and Their Pets
By Jenny Shone
You are sitting in your lounge with a quiet drink after a long day. Suddenly your dog
bounds in, sits down right in front of you and looks up at you with his big brown eyes.
You wonder:
What is he trying to tell you?
Is your car on fire?
Are the other members of his pack digging up all your newly planted seedlings?
Do you shoo him away or go and investigate.
If only you could speak to him and understand him. The good news is YOU CAN! All
you have to do is understand how animals communicate with each other. This they do,
not by speaking words the way people do, but by sending pictures, feelings and thoughts.
How many people are aware of the messages they are sending to their pets?
Words or even thoughts form pictures in your mind, so if your visitors arrive and your
dogs run up to them very excited and jump on them with their muddy pores, what is your
reaction? Most people say…. STOP JUMPING…… without realizing it, they have just
successfully sent a picture of their dog jumping on their visitors, the dog will then think,
“Yaaay. I’m allowed to jump. Let me carry on.” If you say, “Keep all paws on the floor”,
the dog will then get the opposite picture and, the chances are, he will react in a much
more favorable way for all concerned.
At The Animal Healing Centre we teach you how to send messages and receive answers
from your pets.
While this is very successful with domestic animals, it is equally successful with wild
animals as well as insects. While you can have a lot of fun communicating with your
pets, you must respect the fact that they have minds of their own and feelings, just as we
do. You need to allow them to have their say.
Recently I was called out to communicate with a horse that had suddenly turned vicious.
What I found out from the horse was that she was rescued from Zimbabwe, and was then
abandoned here. She had sore teeth and a sore front right leg. When I told her people this
they confirmed she had come from Zimbabwe and was put in a paddock. Although she
was getting fed, no one was giving her any attention. The vet had been to see her two
weeks earlier and told them she had sore teeth and a sore front right leg. I spoke to the
horse and explained her situation and that she now had new owners. She did not need to
feel abandoned any longer.
A few weeks later her people phoned me to say, since my chat with her she was much
happier and they could now come to her without getting attacked.
Wouldn’t it be great to be able to help the animals in your life?

